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COBORDISM OF AUTOMORPHISMS OF SURFACES
BY FRANCIS BONAHON

Topology is rich in problems whose solutions differ dramatically in high and low
dimensions. One of them is the cobordism of automorphisms of manifolds : The cobordism
group of orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms of closed oriented smooth n-manifolds has
been computed for ^4 by M. Kreck ([KrJ, [KrJ), and P. Melvin [Me] proved that his
results extend to the case where n = 3. When n == 2, Kreck's invariants are still defined, but
they are known ([Ca], [JJ]) to be insufficient to determine this cobordism group. We study
here this last case and compute the cobordism group of diffeomorphisms of surfaces.
More precisely, in a "geometric" category CAT (= TOP, PL, DIFF, . . . ) , let us consider
CAT-automorphisms j : F" -> F" of closed oriented ^-dimensional CAT-manifolds; we do
not require / to be orientation-preserving and abbreviate the notation /: F" -> F" into
(F", /). Two such automorphisms (F';,/i) and (F^, /^) are cobordant when there exists a
CAT-automorphism (M"^, /) of a compact oriented (^+l)-dimensional manifold with
gM^^ F';U (-F^) and 8f=f^l f^. The cobordism classes so defined form a group
A^ (CAT), where the group law is induced by disjoint sum U. The group A^ (CAT) contains
a natural subgroup A^+ (CAT), consisting of those cobordism classes that are represented by
orientation-preserving automorphisms.
In [KrJ and [KrJ, M. Kreck computes A,, + (DIFF), for w^4, in terms of ordinary
cobordism groups of oriented manifolds and, when n is even, of the Witt group
Wg(Z, Z)^Z 00 ©(Z/2) 00 ©(Z/4) 00 of isometries of free finite-dimensional Z-modules
equipped with an s-symmetric unimodular bilinear form, where £ = ( — l)^ 2 ". P. Melvin
proved [Me] that the same formulas remain valid when n = 3, where A^ + (DIFF) = 0. For
n=2, there subsists from Kreck's invariants an epimorphism A^+ (DIFF)-^ W_i(Z, Z),
defined by considering for every automorphism (F 2 ,/) the induced automorphism f^ of
Hi (F), equipped with the intersection pairing; but A. Casson [Ca], K. Johannson and Dennis
Johnson [JJ] have independently shown that this morphism is not injective.
Omitting any reference to any category since smoothing theory and the Hauptvermutung
in dimensions 2 and 3 show that A^ (TOP) ^A^ (PL) ^A^ (DIFF), we extend here some
partial results of M. Scharlemann [Sc] and prove :
THEOREM :
A^ ^Z 00 © (Z^)",

A^ ^Z 00 © (Z/2)00,
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(where A00 denotes the direct sum ofcountably many copies of A; the group A^ (PL) has clearly
at most countably many elements).
As a consequence, every element of A^+ with Kreck's invariants of order 4 has infinite
order in A^.
Infact, we obtain some more informationonthe structure ofA^. Let A^ denote the group
of periodic (PL or DIFF) automorphisms of surfaces modulo cobordism by periodic
automorphisms of 3-manifolds. We introduce in paragraph 6 a certain set ^ of
automorphisms of surfaces, defined modulo isotopy and oriented conjugacy (the strongest
equivalence relation that can reasonably be considered for the study of cobordism), for which
the following holds.
THEOREM. - The canonical map A^ x ^ -> A^ is bijective, and is an isomorphism for a
suitable group structure on ^'.
The group structure of ^ is simple enough to be easily analized (§7) and the group A^ is
completely determined by considerations on the fixed point set of the periodic
automorphisms (§8). Both groups turn out to be isomorphic to Z00 © (Z/2) 00 , whence the
computation of A^ follows.
The proofs are geometric and differ completely from those in higher dimensions (in
particular, there is no intervention of Kreck's invariants). The basic idea consists in
modifying any null-cobordism to get a new one in a simple form (§ 5). For this purpose, we
use a few tools provided by the theory of the geometric splittings of Haken 3-manifolds,
namely Thurston's hyperbolization theorem, the characteristic fibered submanifold of
Johannson-Jaco-Shalen (see § 3) and another (simpler) characteristic submanifold whose
theory is developped in paragraph 2.
The results in this paper were announced in [Bo] (with a few mistakes in the algebraic
computations). At the same time, A. Edmonds and J. Ewing informed us that they had
obtained similar results by slightly different methods, using in particular the G-signature
theorem instead of hyperbolic geometry to prove the injectivity of the map A^ -> A^ [EE].
Most of this work was carried out while I was visiting Princeton University; I would like to
thank here all the members of the Department of Mathematics and especially W. P.
Thurston, for their kind hospitality. I am also very indebted to L. Siebenmann for his
contribution by numerous advices to the improvement of the results, the proofs and the
manuscript. Lastly, I would like to thank R. Penner for carefully reading a first version of
this paper.

0. Main definitions and conventions
We shall work exclusively in the category PL (=piecewise linear). Nevertheless, the
proofs could easily be translated to the categories DIFF (= differentiable C°°) or TOP
(=topological); in this last case, however, periodic maps should be assumed to have a tame
fixed point set.
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All manifolds will be compact and orientable. This rule admits a unique exception,
almost always explicitly specified when needed, for npn-orientable compact surfaces occuring
as bases offibrations or quotient spaces of finite group actions on (orientable) surfaces.
An exponent often indicates the dimension of the manifolds considered. But let the
reader be warned that, except for this extra information on the dimension, no difference has
to be made between the notations M" and M. However, this exponent is never omitted for
traditional notations of some classical manifolds, such as the 2-sphere S2, the 2-torus T2, the
projective plane RP 2 , the hyperbolic plane H 2 , etc.
When the opposite is not explicitly specified, every submanifold N c M of positive
codimension is assumed to be properly embedded, i.e. such that Nn3M=3N. For a
codimension 0 submanifold, it is required that its frontier 5N = 3N - 8M be a codimension 1
properly embedded submanifold of M.
A 1-submanifold C1 of a surface F2 is essential when, for every base point, the
homomorphisms n^ (C) -> n^ (F) and n^ (C, 8C) -> n^ (F, 8¥) are injective. Equivalently, C
is essential when there does not exist any disc D2 c= F with 6D=8D-8¥ a component of C
(with or without boundary).
A compression disc for F^M 3 is a disc D^M 3 with Dn F=5D; note that D is not
properly embedded in M. Such a compression disc is effective when 8D is essential in F.
A surface F2 c: M3 is incompressible when:
(1) F admits no effective compression disc.
(2) No component of F is a sphere bounding a ball.
Similarly, a (^-compression disc for F2 c: M3 is a disc D2 c M3, not properly embedded, such
that D n F is an arc contained in 8D and 3D - F = D n 8M. Again, D is effective when
D n F is essential in F.
A surface F2 <= M3 is boundary incompressible, or (^-incompressible, when :

(1) F does not admit any effective ^-compression disc.
(2) No component of F is a boundary parallel disc, i. e. there does not exist any ball
B^M 3 with SB a disc component of F2.
The surface F^M 3 is essential when it is both incompressible and 3-incompressible.
Two closed surfaces F2 and G2 c M3 are parallel when they are disjoint and separated by a
collar ^ F x l . This definition extends straightforwardly when F or G consists of
components of 8M.
The manifold M3 is irreducible when it does not contain any incompressible sphere, i. e.
when every sphere S2 c= M3 bounds a ball in M3. It is boundary-irreducible or 8-irreducible
when 8M is incompressible (extending the definition of incompressibility to boundary
surfaces), i. e. when no component of M is a ball and there does not exist any disc D2 c M3
with 3D essential in 8M.
Lastiv, we often make use of the following construction: Given a codimension 1
submanifold N" c= M" +1 , compactify M - N by adjunction of a copy of the normal S°-bundle
of N in M, with the obvious topology. The new compact manifold so constructed is said to
be obtained by splitting M along N, or by cutting M open along N.
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1. A,, (CAT) as a graded group
The key result of this paper will be Theorem 6.1, where we shall obtain a natural splitting
of A^, by geometric methods that are peculiar to the dimension considered. However, easy
connectivity considerations already provide a decomposition ofA^ (CAT) into a direct sum of
"smaller" cobordism groups. This section is devoted to this last decomposition. The
corresponding results will have no effect on the geometrical part of our study ofA^, and will
not be used until we resume algebraic computations in paragraphs 7-8.
For nptational convenience, we agree to omit any explicit reference to a category CAT
(assuming a choice fixed for the whole section)l and will henceforth abbreviate A (CAT)
byA^.
^
,
n
,
Consider an automorphism / of an oriented manifold F". To characterize the action of/
on the components of F, we construct a weighted graph y(F,/) in the following way: The
vertices ofy(F,/) correspond to the components of F; an oriented edge joins the vertex
associated to F^ to the vertex associated to /(FJ and this edge is weighted by the
symbol + or - according as /1 F i preserves or reverses the orientations induced by F. Note
that each component of y(F,/) is homeomorphic to S1 as a topological space and is
coherently oriented by the orientations of its edges; call such a graph (homeomorphic to S1,
coherently oriented and with a weight +or - on each edge) a weighted closed chain.
If there exists an automorphism (M" +1 , /) such that F" c ^M" +1 and / = /1 F, the natural
map y(F,/) -> y(M,/) is, above its image, a covering map respecting the orientations and
the weights of the edges. It is therefore natural to identify two weighted closed chains y^ and
V2 when there exists a covering map y^ -> y^ respecting the orientations and weights of the
edges; let F denote the quotient of the set of weighted closed chains by the equivalence
relation generated by these identifications, i. e. the equivalence relation defined by the
property that y-y' when they are joined by a sequence of weighted closed chains and
covering maps (respecting weights and orientations) such as:
^

rw

r^

\\^f//^\-(//
^1

-••

r^»

//"-^\ ^ //

^

yl

^n

Every automorphism (F", /) naturally splits into U(F^), where each component of
~

1ST

'

'

V (^ /y) is in the class y e F. For every y e r, let A^ be the subgroup of those cobordism
classes in A, that are represented by automorphisms (F",/) where every component of
7(F,/) is in yeF. The definitions are designed so that, for the natural map:
THEOREM 1.1:
A^©A^
yer
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Call a weighted closed chain primitive when it is not a covering (respecting weights and
orientations)
of another
chain.
• •
• '
• •

For instance, - J,L—<—,,
[ ^ 4 , + is primitive, and
4-t• ,Y
+ is not
• '
< w

since it is a covering of ^^^
LEMMA 1.2. — £<2c/z class in V contains a unique primitive weighted closed chain.
It will often be convenient to identify an element of F with a primitive weighted closed
chain.
Proof of Lemma 1.2. - It is sufficient to prove that every weighted closed chain y is the
covering of a unique primitive weighted closed chain y. But such a y is naturally identified
with the quotient of y by its (cyclic) symmetry group. D
The two simplest (primitive) weighted closed chains are ^^)4" and ^^3 " •»
respectively denoted by + and — . Note that/preserves (resp. reverses) the orientation of F
precisely when y ( F , / ) e + e F (resp. y ( F , / ) e - e I ) , and that these notations are
compatible with the definition of A^+ in the introduction.
I f y e F is considered as a primitive weighted closed chain, let v(y) denote its number of
vertices and let its signature a (y) e Z/2 Z be the number of its edges that are weighted by —
(mod 2).
Choose a vertex v ofy and consider an automorphism (F", / ) such that each component of
y(F",/) is in the class yeF. There exists a covering y(F,/)-^y, which induces a
projection from F to the 0-skeletonofy; let G" be the inverse image ofy by this projection and
let g be fv(Y) | G. Then, up to (oriented) conjugacy, F splits into the disjoint union of v (y)
copies ofG, suitably oriented, where / sends the Mh copy to the (/+1 )-th copy by the identity
(1 ^ / < v (y)), and the last copy to the first one by g. Moreover, the orientations of the copies
of G are determined by the weights of the edges of y and g is orientation-preserving (resp.
-reversing) if a (y) = 0 (resp. 1). Conversely, such a (G", g), with g orientation-preserving or
-reversing according as a(y)=0 or 1, is associated to a unique (F",/), up to oriented
conjugacy, where each component of y(F,/) is in yeF.
This proves :
THEOREM 1.3. — The group A^ is isomorphic to A^+ when a(y)=0 and to A^_ when
cr(y)=l. D
Remark. — For a different choice of v in the above construction, the isomorphism
A^^A,,+ or A^_ is just changed by composition with Xh-> ±X. When <j(y)=l, this
isomorphism is even quite canonical since the orientation-reversing automorphism g realizes
a conjugacy between (G, g) and (—G,g).
By Theorem 1.1 and 1.3, A^ is the direct sum of infinitely many copies of A^ + and A^ _. If
we want to enumerate all these copies, or equivalently the elements ofF, it is useful to know
for every m the number c+ (m) [resp. c_ (m)] of primitive weighted closed chains y for which
v(y)=m and cr(y)=0 (resp. 1). Let c(m) be c+ (m)+c_ (m).
ANNALES SCIENTIFIQUES DE L'ECOLE NORMALE SUPERIEURE
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LEMMA 1.4. — The numbers c(m) and c_ (m) are respectively determined by the induction
relations :
^(^=2-,
d\m

^ 2^ dc_ (2^ d) = y-1, M;/^ m = 2^ /1^/? / o^.
</|/

Proof. — Just note that mc(m) [resp. mc_(m)] is the number of maps
{ 1 , 2 , . . . , w } - » • { + , — } without any period (resp. and with signature 1). D
Applying the Mobius inversion formula (see for instance [HW], ^ 16) to the expressions of
1.4, we can get explicit formulas for c(m) and c_ (m). Recall that the Mobius function
[ i : ^ * -> [ — 1,0,1} is defined by the property that p, (m) = 0 when m is a multiple of a square
and [ t ( p i p 2 - • ./?,.)=(—ly when the primes p ^ , p ^ • . .,/^ are distinct^l)^—!) 0 ^).
COROLLARY 1.5.
^=^ 1X^)2^,
TfYt ..

c_ (w)= - l -^^l(^)2 m / d , where m^l with I odd.
2m

D

d\l

PROPOSITION 1 . 6 . — y(F", /) represents X e A^, the minimum number of components of¥ is
© v(y), where p^ : A,, ->• A^y /5' ^ projection defined by Theorem 1.1.
^(X)^0

Proo^. — The automorphism (F, /) naturally splits into U (F^, /y), where each component
y
^
of y (F^, /y) is in the class y e F. Now, the number of components of F.y is a multiple of v (y)
and is non-zero when p^(X)^0. The above expression consequently provides a lower
bound for the number of components of F.
To check that this lower bound is actually a minimum, assume, without loss of generality,
that F^ = 0 whenp,y (X) =0. IfF^^0, consider (G^, g ^ ) associated to (Fy, f\) as in the proof
of 1.3 and select in Gy a finite number of disjoint pairs of points {x\, x\'} such that, after
isotopy, g^ acts on these pairs by permutation (another property will be required for these
pairs later).
Let N"4'1 be the manifold obtained from G^ xl by glueing a 1-handle along each pair
{ x[, x\'} x { 1}. The automorphism g ^ x I of G^ x I extends to an automorphism g^ of
N^ 1 (here we use the fact that g^ preserves or reverses the orientation of G^). Identifying
(G,,g,) with ( - G , x { 0 } , ijG.x { 0 } ) , let G; be 3N,-G, and g, be ijG,. By
construction, (Gy, g^) is cobordant to (Gy, g^).
Let (Fy, /^), with the property that each component of y (F^, / y) is in y e F, be associated
to(G^,^)asintheproofofl.3. By 1.1, ( F y , f y ) is cobordant to (F^,/y). Moreover, for
a good choice of the pairs { x\, x\'}, G;y is connected and F^ consequently has exactly v (y)
components.
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We have now constructed an automorphism

(F'./^U^F^,/^) representing X such that the number of components of (F^, f\\ is 0
y

if/^(X)=0 and v(y) otherwise.

This ends the proof.

D

2. The characteristic compression body

Let a compression body be any 3-manifold V3, together with a partition 3V = 3g VII 3^ V of
the components of its boundary into an "exterior" and "interior" part, such that no
component of the interior part 8^ V is a sphere and the triad (V; 8^ V, 8^ V) admits a handle
decomposition with only handles of index 2 and 3. When F2 is a closed surface, a
compression body/or F is, by definition, a compression body V for which 8gV=F.
Compression bodies occur naturally in the following fundamental example: In an
irreducible manifold M 3 , let D2 c: M be a collection of disjoint compression discs for 8M. If
V is the union of a regular neighborhood U of D u 8M and of all the components of M — U
that are balls, then V is a compression body for 8M', indeed, (V; 8M, 8V - 8M) clearly admits
the required handle decomposition, and no component of 5V-3M is a sphere by
irreducibility of M. This is the example that justifies the terminology for the exterior and
interior boundaries 5gV and 5^V.
Note that a handlebody (i. e. a "pretzel") is just a connected compression body with empty
interior boundary. As a matter of fact, the behaviour of compression bodies is very similar
to that ofhandlebodies, in that sense that many properties ofhandlebodies extend naturally
to compression bodies (see Appendix B).
THEOREM 2.1. — Let M3 be irreducible. There exists a compression body V3 c: Mfor 8M,
unique up to isotopy, such that M - V is 8-irreducible (and irreducible).
Remarks. — (1) From the uniqueness of V, it follows that every automorphism of M
preserves V after isotopy. For this reason, in later sections, we shall call V the characteristic
compression body for 8M in M, or simply the characteristic compression body ofM (recall
that, in a group, for instance, a subgroup is characteristic when it is preserved by every
automorphism of the group).
(2) Theorem 2.1 does not assert that the decomposition of(V; 8M, 8V) into 2- and 3handles is unique up to isotopy, or that one such decomposition is preserved by every
automorphism of M. As a matter of fact, these properties notoriously fail when M = V is a
handlebody.
(3) The manifold M-V is obviously irreducible since M is irreducible and every
component of V contains a component of 8M.
To clarify the notion of characteristic compression body, we give some equivalent
definitions before proving Theorem 2.1.
ANNALES SCIENTIFIQUES DE L'ECOLE NORMALE SUPERIEURE
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PROPOSITION 2.2. — Let M 3 be irreducible and let V^cM be a compression body for
9M. The following conditions are equivalent :
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

M—V is B-irreducible.
The frontier 8V is incompressible in M.
Every surface in M that consists of discs can be iso toped inside V.
Every compression body V c: Mfor 9M can be isotoped inside V (;'. e. V is "universal").

Proof of (a) o (b) => (c) o (d). - We delay the proof of (d) => (b) until the end of that of
Theorem 2.1.
The equivalence (a) o(b) follows from the fact that 5V=^Vis incompressible in V, which
is easy to check [for every base point, the map n^ (Si-V) -> n^ (V) is injective].
To prove (&)=>(c), suppose 5V incompressible and let D be a surface in M whose
components are discs. After isotopy, we can assume that the intersection of D and 5V is
transverse, and that the number of components of D n 5V cannot be reduced by any such
isotopy. If Dn5V=0, then D<=V (since 9Dcz9Mc:V) and the conclusion sought
holds. Otherwise, there exists an innermost disc D'cD such that D'n5V=5D'. The
curve 3D' bounds a disc D" in the incompressible surface 5V, and the sphere D' u D" bounds
a ball B3 in the irreducible manifold M. But we should then be able to define, by "crushing"
B, an isotopy of D that decreases the number of components of D n 5V, which would
contradict our hypothesis. The case D n 5V 7^ 0 cannot therefore occur, and this ends the
proof of (b) => (c).
Any surface D in M whose components are discs is contained in a compression body
V c: M for 9M (see the fundamental example at the beginning of this section). It follows that
(rf)=>(c).
To show that (c) => (d), consider a compression body V c: M for 9M and assume V satisfies
(c). There exists disjoint balls B, inside V and a disjoint union D of discs in V such that
9D c: 9M and V'-(IJB^) is a regular neighborhood of D u 9M: For some decomposition of
i (V; 9M, 5V) into handles of index 2 and 3, let the B/s be the 3-handles and D consist of the
cores of the 2-handles (extended to 9M). By (c), D can be isotoped inside V and, after
isotopy, ^-(UB,) can therefore be assumed to be contained inside V. In particular, each
i
sphere 3B, is now in V. From the irreducibility of V (which we immediately prove in
Lemma 2..3 below) follows that the B^'s lie in V. Consequentely V'cV. D
LEMMA 2.3. - Let V be a compression body. Then V is irreducible and every closed
connected incompressible surface F in V is parallel to a component of o^.
Proof of Lemma 2.3.- There exists a surface D in V, with 9D <= 9M, which consists of discs
and splits V into a manifold V isomorphic to the disjoint union of S, V x I and of some balls
(the components ofD are the cores of the 2-handles for a decomposition of V into handles of
index 2 and 3). By definition of compression bodies, no component of 3, V is a sphere and V
is therefore irreducible (consider its universal covering). The proposition (1.8) of [WaJ
then implies that V is irreducible.
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If F is a closed connected incompressible surface in V, it can be, as in the proof of (a) => (c)
in Proposition 2.2, isotoped so that F n D = 0 (since V is irreducible). Let F still denote its
image in V. By the classification of incompressible surfaces in 81 V x I([WaJ, Proposition
3.1), F is parallel to a component of 3^V in V, and therefore in V. D
Proof of Theorem 2.1. — To establish the existence of a compression body V c M for 8M
with M — V 5-irreducible, begin with any compression body VQ c M for 8M (for instance, the
union of a regular neighborhood of 8M and of the components of M that are balls). If
M — VQ is not (9-irreducible, there exists a disc D properly embedded in M — VQ such that 3D
does not bound any disc in 8Vo. Let then V^ be a regular neighborhood of Vp u D in M,
and let V\ be the union of \[ and of all the components of M — V^ that are balls. The triad
(V\; 8M, 8V J has clearly a handle decomposition with only handles of index 2 and 3, and no
component of 5V\ is a sphere (recall that M is irreducible); V\ is therefore a compression
body for 8M. By the same token, we can define a sequence V o c V ^ c V ^ c . . . of
compression bodies for 8M which stops only when we reach a compression body V^ for 8M
with M — V ^ 5-irreducible (and irreducible).
Remark that 8V^+1 is "simpler" than 8V ^ in some sense. To make this precise, we use a
well-known complexity of a closed orientable surface F, namely the oo-tuple:
c(F)=(...,c,(F), . . . , C i ( F ) , C o ( F ) ) G f ^ ,
where Cg(F) is the number of components of genus g of F. The complexity c(F)
characterizes the topological type of F. Note that, when F is connected, c(F) is just the
genus of F for the canonical injection of f^J in ^ N . We order the complexities by
lexicographic order (from left to right). When the two surfaces F and F' are connected,
c ( ¥ ) < € ( ¥ ' ) just means that F has smaller genus than F'.
Now, in the above situation, c(^V)<c(3gV).
Since the set of complexities (=the set of finite N-valued sequences) is well-ordered, the
sequence (V\) must needs stop, and there exists therefore some n for which M — V ^ is 8irreducible (and irreducible).
To prove the uniqueness, consider two compression bodies V and V c M for 8M with
M — V and M — V 5-irreducible. By condition (d) of Proposition 2.2 [we have proved that
(a) => (d)], we may assume that V c int V. The surface 5V is incompressible in M [since we
have proved (a)=>(b) in Proposition 2.2], and therefore in V; by Lemma 2.3, each of its
components is consequently parallel to a component of S^ V = 8V in V. It follows then from
a connectivity argument that V — V ^ 8V x I ^ 8V x I; the compression bodies V and V are
then isotopic. D
Proof of Proposition 2.2 (end). — We only need to prove that (d)=>(b). Consider V
satisfying condition (d). We know that there exists in M a characteristic compression body
V for 8M which, by condition (d), we can assume contained in int V. We have now two
compression bodies V and V c M for 8M, with V c: int V and 8V incompressible in M (and
V). Noting that this is exactly the situation we encountered in the proof of the uniqueness of
ANNALES SCIENTIFIQUES DE L'ECOLE NORMALE SUPERIEURE
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V, the same argument as above shows that V and V are isotopic. In particular, 5V is
isotopic to the incompressible surface §V, which ends the proof. D

3. Essential annuli and tori
We saw in the last section that there exists in an irreducible manifold M 3 a compact
codimension 0 submanifold which "engulfs" by isotopy all the discs in M. A similar
engulfing phenomenon occurs for essential tori and annuli, and involves the characteristic
submanifold defined by K. Johannson[Jo], W. Jaco and P. Shalen [JS].
PROPOSITION 3.1. — Let M 3 be irreducible and 8-irreducible. Then there exists a
submanifold^, unique up to isotopy and called the characteristic fibered submanifold, for
which the following conditions hold.
(1) Every component W\ ofW can be equipped with, either a Seifertfibrationfor which
W\ n 9 M is vertical, or an 1-bundle structure over a surface [possibly non-orientable or with
boundary) for which W^ n 9M is the total space of the corresponding el-bundle; moreover, the
pair (Wi, W\ n 9M) is never isomorphic to (T2 x I, T2 x { 0 }).
(2) The frontier 8W is essential and none of its components is parallel to a component of 9M.
(3) For every component MQ ofM—W, the union W u MQ does not satisfy (1).
(4) Every submanifold W satisfying (1) and (2) can be isotoped insider. D
PROPOSITION 3.2. — With the data of Proposition^.}., the characteristic fibered
submanifold W satisfies also'.
(5) Every essential annulus or torus which is not parallel to a boundary component can be
isotoped inside W.
(6) Each component of ' M — W which does not meet ^(8W) and is different from T2 xl is
atoroidal and anannular.
(7) Every automorphism ofM preserves W up to isotopy. D
Remarks. — (a) For property (6), recall a manifold is anannular if it contains no essential
annulus and is atoroidal if every incompressible torus in it is parallel to a boundary
component.
(b) Our characteristic fibered submanifold is, for convenience, slightly different from the
characteristic submanifold in [Jo] or [JS]: To recover the latter, add to the former regular
neighborhoods of the components of 9M that are tori.
Our interest in trying to confine in some submanifold all the essential discs, tori or annuli of
M3 is motivated by the following corollary of Thurston's Hyperbolization Theorem [Tl^]
and of Mostow's Rigidity Theorem ([Mo], [Pr]).
PROPOSITION 3.3 (Thurston). — Let M 3 be irreducible, 9-irreducible, atoroidal and
anannular. If, furthermore, each component of M contains an essential surface (which is
always satisfied by components with non-empty boundary), then every automorphism g ofM is
isotopic to a periodic automorphism.
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Proof of Proposition 3.3.- Let 8^ M denote the union of the boundary components of M
which are tori. Under the hypotheses of the proposition, Thurston's Theorem asserts that
( M — ^ M ) admits a complete hyperbolic structure with finite volume and totally geodesic
boundary. Consider then the double Kl obtained by glueing two copies of M along
(5M — 9^ M). The hyperbolic structure on (M — 9-y M) defines then a complete hyperbolic
structure with finite volume on (M-^M), for which the exchange involution T is an
isometry.
Identify M with one "half9 of M. The automorphism g lifts to an automorphism g of M
which commutes with T and coincides with g on M <= M. By Mostow's Theorem, g is
homotopic to a (unique) automorphism g' that is isometric on (M—fi^M). The
automorphism g' is periodic (the group ofisometries of a complete finite volume hyperbolic
manifold is finite) and commutes withr (by uniqueness in Mostow's Theorem). It defines
therefore a periodic automorphism g' ofM. Moreover, g andg' induce the same outer
automorphism onn^ (M) c= n^ (M) and, by ([WaJ, § 7), g and g ' are therefore isotopic. D

4. Two lemmas on periodic maps
PROPOSITION 4.1. — Lei ^ be a compression body andg be an automorphism of\ which is
periodic on 8,, V. Then g can be deformed to a periodic automorphism by an isotopy fixing 8,, V.
Proof. — Recall that the complexity of a closed orientable surface F is the oo-tuple:
c(F)=(. . ., c,(F), . . . . c,(F), c, (F), Co(F))e^,
where c (F) is the number of components of genus g of F, and that the complexities are
ordered by lexicographic order. It is easy to check that c (8^ V) ^ c (3g V). We will prove
Proposition 4.1 by induction on c(V)=c(5,,V)-c(^.V), which measures the "difference"
between 5gV and 5,-V. Note that c(V) belongs to the subset of the elements of Z^ that
are ^ ( . . . , 0, 0) for lexicographic order (from left to right) and that the induction is possible
since this set, albeit much larger that f^, is nevertheless well-ordered for lexicographic order.
Ifc(3gV)==c(^V), then V is isomorphicto 5^V xl, where <^V corresponds to 3^V x { 0 }
by this isomorphism. By ([WaJ, Lemma 3.5), g can be deformed to (g \ 8^ V x { 1} ) x Id, by
an isotopy fixing 3 g V ^ ^ V x { l } , whence the property follows.
In fact, this argument also holds (by a classical result on balls) when c (V) e f^ 0 ^ c: Z'\ In
this case, indeed, V is isomorphic to the disjoint union of ^ V x l and of Co(^gV) balls.
Assume now Proposition 4.1 proved for every compression body V such that
c(V')<c(V). The crucial step in the induction is the following.
LEMMA 4 . 2 . — Under the hypotheses of Proposition 4.1 and if c (V) ^ N^\ i. e. ifV requires
at least one 2-handle in a handle decomposition of(\; c^V, <^V), then there exists a simple
closed connected curve C in o^ which bounds a disc in V but not in o^N and such that, for
each n, either g" (C) = C or g" (C) n C = 0.
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We assume Lemma 4.2 for the while and go on with the proof of Proposition 4.1. Let D
be a system of disjoint discs in V whose boundary is U^"(Q- By the usual intersection
n

reduction methods, D is unique up to isotopy fixing c^V. The automorphism g can
therefore be deformed, by an isotopy fixing 9^ V, so that g (D) = D and g | D is periodic. Let
thenV be the manifold obtained by cutting V open along D and g be the automorphism ofV
induced by g. The manifold V is still a compression body (see Corollary B. 3 in
Appendix B), c (B, V) = c (B, V) and c (B, V) < c (B, V). Apply then the induction hypothesis
to g and glue back together the deformation of g so obtained to conclude the proof of
Proposition 4.1, granting Lemma 4.2. D
Proof of Lemma 4.2. — It is here useful to leave the PL category and equip V with a smooth
structure for which g is a diffeomorphism (after isotopy fixing 9^ V). To do this carefully,
begin with deforming^ so that it is periodic on a neighborhood U of 9^ V, then equip U with a
smooth structure for which the restriction g\\J is a diffeomorphism (smooth first a
neighborhood of the fixed points of the non-trivial iterates of g \ U, and lift afterwards an
appropriate smoothing ofU/^), extend to V the smooth structure on U and, lastly, compose
g with a small PL isotopy fixing a neighborhood of5gV. Note that the existence of a smooth
rather than PL curve C satisfying the conditions of Lemma 4.2 provides a PL curve with the
same properties, by lifting to o^V a small perturbation of ({J g" (C)) / g in ( 9 ^ V ) / g .
n

There exists on (^V a Riemannian metric of locally constant curvature + 1, 0 or -1 for
which the restriction of g is an isometry (see for instance [Th^j, Proposition 13.3.6; [the idea
consists in choosing a suitable singular metric on the quotient (<^V)/^]). For this metric,
each component 9o V of 9^ V can be isometrically identified with the quotient of S 2 , R2 or H2
by some discrete group of isometries isomorphic to 7^ (9o V). If So V is not a sphere, the
number of closed geodesies in 9o V with length smaller than K is finite for every constant
K > 0 [otherwise, using a fundamental domain, one easily checks that n^ (9o V) would not be
discrete as a subgroup of isometries of R2 or H 2 ]. There exists therefore a simple closed
geodesic C in 9,, V which is length-minimizing among all the simple curves bounding a disc in
V but not in 9^V [such curves exist because (^(V)^^]. We are going to show that C
satisfies the desired condition.
Since g is an isometry on 3g V, the curve g" (C) is, for every n, a geodesic with same length
as C; in particular, either gn(C)=C or the intersection of C and ^"(C) is
transverse. Considering n such that g"(C)^C, we want to prove that C does not meet
gn (C). By hypothesis, C bounds a disc D in V and g" (C) bounds D' =gn (D). By a slight
perturbation of D' [after which perhaps Df^gn(D)], the intersection of D and D' can be
assumed to be transverse.
Suppose in quest of a contradiction that C meets ^"(C). There exists then an arc k
component of D n D' which splits D into two half-discs D^ and D^ and D' into D[ and
D^. Without loss of generality, we can assume the length of 9D^ —k minimum among all
the possible choices for k, D^, D^; in particular, this implies that D^ meets no arc component
of D n D' different from k, and that the length / (9D^ -k) is not greater than / (9D^ -k),
and therefore than 1/2/(3D). Consider then the two singular discs D^uD'i and
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DI uD^. By the above remarks, their boundaries are simple closed curves (with two
corners) and:
l(8(D,uD[))+l(8(D,uD^)=2l(BD,-k)+l(8D') ^/(BD)+/(aD')^2/(C),

which implies that the length of one of them, say D^ u D[, is at most /(C). By considering
its lifting to the universal covering of the component of <3gV that contains it, 8(D^ u D[)
cannot bound any disc in^ V (otherwise, two distinct geodesies of R2 or H 2 would meet in at
least two points); also, Dehn's lemma implies that 9 (D^ u D[) bounds a non-singular disc
in V. But, by rounding the two corners of 8 (D^ u D [), one could then construct a smooth
simple closed curve, bounding a disc in V but not in ^ V, that is shorter than 8 (D^ u D [),
and therefore than C. This would contradict the definition of C and shows therefore that
Cn^Q^if^C^C. D
PROPOSITION 4.3. — Let ¥ be a closed connected surface, possibly non-orientable, different
from S2 and W2, and let F x I denote the orientation 1-bundle over F. Ifg is an automorphism
of the manifold F x I that is periodic on the boundary, then one of the two following assertions
holds (possibly both).
(a) There exists aperiodic automorphism g ' of¥ x I which coincides with g on the boundary.
(b) F is a torus or a Klein bottle and, for every n and each boundary component preserved by
g " , the restriction of g" to this torus is a translation (perhaps the identity).
Remarks. — (1) In (b), we mean by translation of a torus any automorphism that lifts to a
translation of R2 for some identification of this torus with R2 /Z 2 .
(2) In (a), one could moreover show that g ' is isotopic to g by an isotopy fixing the
boundary.
Proof. - Assume first that F is orientable (F x I = F x I), that its genus is at least 2 and that
g does not exchange the two boundary components. Let gQ (resp. g ^ ) denote the
automorphism ofF defined by the restrictionof g to F x { 0 } (resp. F x { 1 }),for the standard
identifications. To prove (a), it is sufficient to show that go is conjugated to g^ by an
automorphism isotopic to the identity. For this, equip F with a (smooth) conformal
structure m^ (resp. mj for which go (resp. g^) is conformal (by averaging some
metric). Teichmiiller theory ([TeJ, [TeJ) asserts then that every homeomorphism/of F,
considered as a mapping from the Riemann surface (F, m^) to (F, m^), is topologically
isotopic to a unique homeomorphism (p^- with constant dilatation (which measures at each
point the distortion between the two conformal structures mo and (p^m^). Since mo
(resp. m^) is preserved by go (resp. g^) and since go and g^ are homotopic (and therefore
isotopic), it follows from the uniqueness of the Teichmuller mappings that:
^Pid §0= %.=%,=§i <Pid.
The homeomorphism (p^ realizes therefore a conjugacy from go to g^, and is isotopic to the
identity. By a small perturbation of (p^ (consider the quotient spaces F / g o and F/^), we
can lastly find a PL automorphism with the same properties. (I am indebted to
L. Siebenmann for this short proof.)
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If F is a torus and still g does not exchange the boundary components, it is easy to classify,
up to conjugacy by isotopies, all the periodic automorphisms of F (consider the quotient
space, or more precisely the quotient "orbifold", in the sense of[ThJ, § 13.3). Since go and
g^ are homotopic, it then turns out that they are conjugate by an isotopy, unless they are both
homotopic to the identity, in which case (b) holds. This ends the proof in this case.
Consider now the case where F is not orientable. Identifying F with the section
F x { l / 2 } c : F x I , we can deform g by an isotopy fixing the boundary so that g(F)=F
([WaJ, Lemma 3.5; only the case where the base of the I-bundle is orientable is explicity
stated there, but the non-orientable case is similar). Then, g defines outer automorphisms
of the groups below which preserve (up to inner automorphisms) the exact sequence:
0 -^ Tii (F x 81) -> Tii (F x I)^7ii (F) -> Z/2 -> 0.
Since g is periodic on F x 81, it follows that the outer automorphism of n^ (F) defined by g^
has finite order. By Nielsen's Theorem [NiJ, g^ is then isotopic to a periodic map and we
can therefore isotop g so that it perserves Fx[l/4, 3/4] and that its restriction there is
periodic. To end the proof, it is then sufficient to apply the study of the orientable case to
Fx(T-]l/4, 3/4[)^(Fx(9I)xL
The proof is similar when g exchanges the boundary components of F x l (F is then
orientable). By [WaJ, Lemma 3.5, we can assume that g (F) = F where F is identified with
F x {1/2}. As above, g can be made periodic on F x [1/4, 3/4] and we end the proof by
applying the previous case to F x [0,1/4] and F x [1/4, 3/4]. D

5. Splitting of cobordisms
The principal tool for our analysis of A^ is Proposition 5.1 below. This section is
devoted to its proof.
PROPOSITION 5.1. — If(¥2, f) is null-cobordant, it bounds an automorphism (M3,/) where
M splits into three pieces V 3 , M 3 and M|S, preserved by / such that:
(1) V is a compression body for 9M. and M—V=M;U M

(2) Mi is an I-bundle over a closed, possibly non-orientable, surface.
(3) The restriction of/to Mp is periodic.
Remark. — In Proposition 5.1, there does not in general exist any handle decomposition
of V that is preserved by/ For instance A. Fathi and F. Laudenbach [FL] have
constructed an automorphism (F,/)==^(V,/) where/ is pseudo-Anosov and V is a
handlebody; if/preserved any handle decomposition ofV, the automorphism/would be
reducible and could not be pseudo-Anosov.
To prove Proposition 5.1, we need some preliminary results.
LEMMA 5.2. — J/(F 2 ,/) is null-cobordant, it bounds an automorphism (M 3 ,/) with M
irreducible.
Proof. - See Appendix A.

D
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Say that (F^,/i) compresses to (Fj,/^) if(Fi,/i)U (-F^) bounds an automorphism
(V3, /) such that V is a compression body for F^ (i. e. 8^ V = F^ and 9, V = - F^). Note that
if (FI,/i) compresses to (F;,,/^) and (F^,/^) compresses to (F3,/3), then (Fi,/J compresses
to (F3,/3).
LEMMA 5.3. — If(F^,f\) is null-cobordant, it compresses to an automorphism (Fj,/^)
bounding some (M 3 ,^) where M^ is irreducible and 8-irreducible.
Proof. — By Lemma 5.2, (Fi,/i) bounds (M 3 ,^) with M^ irreducible. Consider then
the characteristic compression body V of M^ (cf. § 2), which we can assume preserved by /i
(Theorem 2.1) and take (F^fi) =(-8V, /i 18V). D
Recall that an automorphism (F 2 ,/) is reducible when there exists an essential 1submanifold C1 such that/(C)=C up to isotopy.
LEMMA 5.4. — Any automorphism (Ff,/J compresses to an automorphism (Fj,/^) withf^
irreducible.
Proof. — If/i is reducible, it preserves after isotopy an essential submanifold C 1 of
1
F . Let (F^,/^) be constructed from (F^./i) by performing a 2-surgery along each
component of C and deleting the spherical components of the surface so obtained. Then
(FjL,/i) clearly compresses to (F^,^). If/2 is not irreducible, perform the same trick until an
irreducible automorphism is reached (this process must stop since the compressions decrease
the complexities of the surfaces). D
Proof of Proposition 5.1. — Using alternatively Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4, define a sequence of
automorphisms (F^,/,) where (Fi,/i)==(F,/) and:
(1) for every ;', (F,,/,) compresses to (F^i,/,+i);
(2) for every A:^l,/^+i is irreducible and (F^,/^) bounds some (M^+i,/2fe+i) with
M^fe+i irreducible and 5-irreducible.
Since these compressions reduce the complexities of the surfaces, the "compression
cobordism" between (F^,/,) and (F^i,/^+i) consists, for ;' sufficiently large, of an
automorphism of a product compression body V^ F; x I, where F, corresponds to F, x { 0}
and F,+1 to F^. x { 1 } . By [WaJ, Lemma 3.5,/^ and/^+1 are then isotopic for the above
identification F^ F^+ ^. There exists consequently an automorphism (F',/') and, for every
; sufficiently large, an oriented isomorphism h^: F^ -> F' such that/^ is isotopic to h^ 1 f ' h^
[in other words, the sequence (F^,/^) "stabilizes" to (F',/') up to conjugacy and
isotopy]. By construction,// is irreducible and (F',/ / ) bounds an automorphism (JVT, /')
where M' is irreducible and 5-irreducible.
Since (F,/) compresses to (F',/'), it is now sufficient to show that (F',/') bounds after
isotopy some (MjU Mp,/") where Mi is an I-bundle and /" is periodic onMp.
Consider the characteristic fibered submanifold W of M' and isotop /' so that / / (W) = W
(Proposition 3.1; recall M' is irreducible and 3-irreducible). The irreducibility of/' implies
the following properties.
CLAIM 5.5. — The surface 5W is closed; equivalently, W n ^ M ' consists of components
ofSM'. Moreover, every component ofW that meets oM' is a component ofW and admits an
1-bundle structure over a closed surface.
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Proof of 5.5. — The closed 1-submanifold 5(5W) ofF'=<9M' is essential and preserved
by/'. Since/' is irreducible, it must be empty. This proves the first statement.
By definition and since 8 (8W) = (Z), every component W^ of W is either an I-bundle over a
closed surface, in which case it is a component ofM', or a Seifert manifold. IfW^ is not such
an I-bundle, it is a Seifert manifold with non-empty boundary and different from S1 x D2 and
T2 xl [recall that (W\, W ^ n S M ) is by definition of W never isomorphic to (T2 xl,
T2 x{0})]. [WaJ implies then that/' can be isotoped in order to preserve the Seifert
fibrationonU(/T(Wi). ThenW^ cannot meet ^M': Otherwise,/'would preserve the
n

essential 1-submanifold U (/')" (C) of F', where C is a fiber in W^ n oM.

D

n

Let Mi consists of all the components ofM' that are I-bundles over closed surfaces, and let
M" be M'-Mp Note that, by Claim 5.5, W n B M " = 0 and W n M " consists only of
Seifert manifolds. We are now going to modify dramatically M" [and (M', /')] so that /' be
periodic on M".
We may of course assume that no component of M' is closed. By Propositions 3.2(6)
and 3.3,/' can be isotoped so that it is periodic on the components of M" — W that are not
isomorphic to T2 x I.
Consider a component W^ of W n M" that is isomorphic to T2 x I. By condition (3) of
Proposition 3.1, no component of M " — W meeting W^ is isomorphic to
T2 x I. Consequently,/' is periodic on [J (f ')" (^W^). Now, by Proposition 4.3,/' can
n

be assumed to be periodic on U(/T(Wi), except possibly in the case where, for every m,
n

(/^ is a translation on each (torus) component of L^/'^^W^) it preserves.
n

Apply the above process to each component of W n M" that is isomorphic to T2 x I. Let
then Mp' denote the part of M" where we have so far been able to make/' periodic: It is the
union of all the components of M " — W that are not isomorphic to T2 xl, and of some
components of W n M" isomorphic to T2 x I.
For every component W^ ofM" — Mp'that is a component ofW,/' preserves up to isotopy
the Seifert fibration of [J (/^"(W^) [WaJ. If G is a boundary component of 5W^ and if
(/')" respects G, then (/')" necessarily preserves a non-trivial isotopy class of simple closed
curves in G (consider the fiber). By definition of Mp', the same property holds for the other
kind of components of 8Mp. The automorphism (5Mp',/'|5Mp) consequently bounds
some (Vp,/p) where Vp consists of solid tori and/p is periodic (use the classification of
periodic automorphisms of T2, or an equivariant surgery argument). Consider now the
manifold Mp obtained by replacing M " — M p b y ( — V p ) i n M", and let/p be the periodic
automorphism (/' [ Mp) u /p of Mp. The automorphism (F',/') then bounds (MjU Mp,
(/'|Mi)U/p), where Mi is an I-bundle and /p is periodic. This ends the proof of
Proposition 5.1.
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Remark. - In the statement of Proposition 5.1, we did not require that M be irreducible
and that V be its characteristic compression body, or, equivalently, that Mp be irreducible
and ^-irreducible (and this is in general false for M and V provided by the above
proof). Using the Equivariant Sphere Theorem and Loop Theorem [MY], and some
cutting and pasting argument, it is nevertheless possible to add this extra condition to the
conclusions of Proposition 5.1, but this is of no use for the following.

6. The canonical decomposition of A^
For our purposes, it is natural to identify two automorphisms (F^,/i) and (F 2 ,/^) when
there exists an oriented isomorphism h 8 F^ -> F^ such that hf^ h~1 is isotopic to/2; we shall
then say that (F^, /i) and (F^, f^) are equivalent by conjugacy and isotopy. Let ^ be the set
of such equivalence classes of automorphisms of surfaces. We often denote simply by (F, /)
the class in ^F of the automorphism (F,/).
In view of the applications to cobordism, an interesting subset of^is ^Q, that consists of
the classes of automorphisms which cannot be written as (F, /)U (- F, /)U (F', / / ), with F
non-empty. There is an obvious retraction ^ -> ^o defined by removing all the pairs (F,
/)U (- F, /); it transforms the monoid law U on ^ into a group law U on ^o and factors
the canonical map ^ -> A^ through a group homomorphism ^o -> A^.
Define on ^ the following relation <, which is a slight extension of the compression
cobordism of paragraph 3: (F, /) < (F\ /') when (- F, /)U (F', /') bounds some (M3,/),
where M3 is the disjoint union of a compression body V and of an I-bundle W over a closed
(possibly non-orientabie) surface, such that F = - 8, V and F' = 3WU S, V. Note that < is
proper by [Wa 2], Lemma 3.5.
For any X e A^, let (F^ / x ) be an automorphism representing the cobordism class X, with
the property that its class in ^ is minimal for -<; for instance, choose (F^ / x ) so that the
complexity of Fx is minimum among all automorphisms representing X.
The automorphism/^ is clearly irreducible. A result ofJ. Nielsen ([NiJ, [NiJ), expressed
with a terminology issued from [ThJ, asserts then that (F^ / x ) splits after isotopy into
(F^/^LUF^,/^), where /^ is periodic and /x is pseudo-Anosov. Here, an
automorphism (F2, /) is (homotopically) pseudo-Anosov when, for every n^Q and every
essential 1-submanifold C of F, /" (C) is never isotopic to C; equivalently, (F2, /) is pseudoAnosov in this sense if and only if it is topologically isotopic to a pseudo-Anosov
homeomorphism in the geometric sense of [ThJ.
Let s^ be the set of those elements of ^ which may occur as the class of such a (F^, /x),
i. e. the elements of ^ that are represented by pseudo-Anosov automorphisms and are
minimal for <<. It is clearly a subgroup of ^o [note that if ( F '/) and ( F/ ' f'\^^ are
minimal for -<, both belong to ^o and (F. fW ( F/ ' / / ) is mimmal for -<]•
Also, recall from the introduction that A^ is the periodic cobordism group, which consists of
periodic automorphisms of oriented surfaces modulo cobordism by periodic automorphisms
of 3-manifolds.
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THEOREM 6 . 1 . — The rule X -> ((Fp, /^), (F^, /x)) induces a group isomorphism
A^A^ © j^, whose inverse is the obvious homomorphism.

Remark. — Theorem 6.1 asserts in particular that (F^, / x ) is well-defined up to conjugacy
and isotopy. If we had required / x to be a geometric pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism (in
the sense of[ThJ), (F^, / x ) would even be unique up to mere (topological) conjugacy (two
geometric pseudo-Anosov homeomorphisms of the same surface that are isotopic are
conjugate).
Proofof6.1. - To prove that the map A^ -> A^ © s^ is well-defined, consider another
automorphism (G^ gx):=(GX, g^)U (G^, g^) that represents X and is minimal for -< (where
gp is periodic and g^ is pseudo-Anosov). By definition, (F^ /^I-H—G^S ^x) bounds
some (M3, /). By Proposition 5.1, this null-cobordism can be chosen so that M splits into
three pieces V, Mj and Mp, preserved by/, where V is a compression body for OM, Mj is an
I-bundle and /1 Mp is periodic.
Since both (F^ / x ) and (G^S ^x) are minimal for <, the compression body V is just a
regular neighborhood of oM in M. LetMi'(resp. Mp) denote the union of Mi (resp. Mp)and
of the adjacent components of V.
Since no pseudo-Anosov surface automorphism is homotopic to a periodic one,
9Mp c Fp u Gp and / is consequently periodic on the boundary of the product I-bundle
Mp-Mp. By Proposition 4.3, / can therefore be assumed to be periodic on
Mp=(Mp-Mp)uMp [case (b) of Proposition 4.3 cannot occur since (F^ /x) and
(G^S g^) are minimal for <<]. This provides a partition M = Mi'U Mp of the components
of M such that Mj is an I-bundle and /1 Mp is periodic.
No component of Mj can have its boundary completely contained in ^x or Gx : Otherwise,
(F^ / x ) or (G^ ^x) would not be minimal for <<. From this fact, it follows for homotopy
theoretic reasons that each component of Mj joins, either a component ofF^ to a component
of G^, or a component of Fp to a component of Gp.
Let Mi" consist of the components of Mi that meet F^ (or G^), and let Mp be
M - M;'. Note that BMi" = F^ u G^ and BMp = Fp u Gp.
The manifold M{' is a product I-bundle. By [WaJ, Lemma 3.5, / can be isotoped on M{'
so that it preserves the projection M^ -> I. It follows that (F^, / x ) and (G^, g^) are
equivalent by conjugacy and isotopy, i. e. represent the same element of ^.
Applying Proposition 4.3 to the I-bundle Mi — Mi,' / can be modified to be periodic on
M p = M p U(MI—MI") [again, case (b) of Proposition 4.3 cannot occur by minimality of
(¥x, /x) and (GX, g^]. Hence (F^, / x ) and (Gp) gp) are periodic cobordant.
This ends the proof that the rule X->((F^,/p) (F^, / x )) induces a map
(p : A^ -> A^ © ^. The map (p is clearly a group homomorphism since, if (F, /) and
(F', /')e^o ^ minimal for < so is (F, /)U (F', /').
Let v|/ : A^ © s/ -> A^ be the obvious group homomorphism. By definition of (p, \|/(p = Id
and (p is therefore injective.
To prove that (p is surjective, we need to show that, for every automorphism (Fp, /p)U (F^,
f^) where /p is periodic and the class of(FA, f^) in ^ is contained in j^, (Fp, fp) is periodic
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cobordant to a periodic automorphism (Fp, /p) such that (Fp, /p)U (F^, /A) ls minimal for
<. By some homotopy theoretic remarks and the usual compatibility of U with
minimality, this last property is equivalent to the fact that (Fp, /p) is minimal for <.
The proof of Theorem 6.1 is therefore achieved by Lemma 6.2 below.
LEMMA 6.2. - Every periodic automorphism (F2, /) is periodic cobordant to a periodic
automorphism whose class in ^ is minimal/or <.
Proof of 6 .2. -V^F2^)^ not minimal for -<, there exists by definition an automorphism
(M3, /) and a partition M = V U W of the components of M such that:
(1) V is a compression body;
(2) W is an I-bundle over a closed surface;
(3) F = a , V u a W a n d / = / | F ;
(4) M ^ F x L
We would like / to be periodic. Apply Proposition 4.3 to each component of W (and to
the first iterate of/ that preserves it). When we get in case (b) of Proposition 4.3, replace the
considered component of W (and its images by /) by one or two solid tori and add them to
V. Eventually, only case (a) holds and / can be assumed to be periodic on W. By
Proposition 4.1, /can also be isotoped so that it is periodic on V, and therefore on M.
Let now F^ be -(QM - F) and let /i be f\ Fi. The periodic automorphisms (F, /) and
(Fi, /i) are periodic cobordant and (Fi,/i) -< (F, /). If (F^, /i) is minimal for < the
property is proved. Otherwise, iterate this process and define a sequence (Fp /) of periodic
automorphisms periodic cobordant to (F, /) such that :
.••(F^i,/^i)-<(F,/)-<...<(F,,/,)<<(F,/).
Considering the complexities of the surface F,, this sequence must needs stop, which happens
when we reach a (F,, /) that is minimal for <.
This ends the proof of Lemma 6.2, and therefore of Theorem 6.1. D
An important remark for the following sections is that the proof of 6.1 is natural with
respect to the graded group structure ofA^ defined in paragraph 1. Consequently, for the
obvious definitions of ^\ and A^:
PROPOSITION 6.3. - For each yeF, A2^A1^®^. D

7. The group ^
Let ^Q c ^ consist of the classes of automorphisms (F, /) where / acts transitively on the
set of the components ofF [or, equivalently, (F,/) cannot be decomposed into (F',/')!! (F",
/") in anon trivial way]. Ifoc : ^ -> ^ is the involution,(F,/) -^(-F,/), let ^denote the
fixed point set of a in s^o and choose a subset ^ such that ^o=^Il ^U oc(^). Every
element (F, /) of ^ can be written as a disjoint sum of elements of ^o, and this
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decomposition is unique; ifaej^, let ^(F,/)e t^J denote the number of times a appears in
this decomposition. From the definition of the group -<^, it is then clear that:
PROPOSITION 7.1. - The map ^ -. (Z/2)^ © J^ defined by:
(F, /) h> ((^(F,/)),^, (^(F,/)-^(F, /)LJ,
^ ^ group isomorphism.

D

Let ^+ (resp. ^ _\ be the subset of the elements (F, /) of ^ where / preserves (resp.
reverses) the orientation of ^, and define ^ ^ n ^ ^ ^ ^ n ^ , etc.
PROPOSITION 7.2. - The sets ^ ^ , ^ ^ , ^ _ are infinite, and^_ is empty.
COROLLARY 7.3:
j^+ ^Z 00 © (Z/2)00,

^_ ^(Z/2)00,

' = © ^^^©(Z/2) 0 0 .

D

yer

Proof of Proposition 7.2.- The set ^_ is empty since (F, /) = (- F, /) in ^ whenever / is
orientation-reversing. To prove that ^+, ^+ and ^_ are infinite, it will be sufficient to
exhibit an infinite number of elements of each among (pseudo-)Anosov automorphisms of the
torus T2. Note that such automorphisms always belong to ^ by uniqueness of meridian
discs in solid tori and of the "neck" of Klein bottles. Since there are, up to conjugacy and
isotopy, infinitely many orientation-reversing Anosov automorphisms ofT 2 , the set ^ is
infinite.
The elements of ^ corresponding to orientation-preserving automorphisms of T2 are in
1-1 correspondence with the conjugacy classes of SL;,(Z) [by considering H^T2)^2].
It is a pleasant exercice to show that each such conjugacy class is classified by the data of a
number s e Z /2 and of a sequence (a^ a ^ . . . ^), defined up to cyclic permutation, of rational
integers with the following property: Either all the a,'s are non-null and a, and a^\ have
opposite signs (including a^ and a^^=a^, or the sequence is (0), (±1) or (0^). To
check this property, associate to each such data the conjugacy class of:

1
0
(°
Y
f
°
-nf
[Q -i)[i a, AI -n
^ / vf o -n
^)
and use some arguments on developments in continued fractions (compare with [BS],
§ 12). Moreover, the conjugacy classes of SL^ (Z) represented by Anosov automorphisms
are those whose classifying sequence is different from (0), (±1) and (Oa), and the involution defined by conjugacy with an element of GL^(Z) of determinant -1 is translated
in these data by keeping eeZ/2 unchanged and replacing each a^~L by -a,. With this
description, it is clear that Anosov automorphisms ofT 2 define infinite subsets of^+ and ^+
(see also [Sc], § 3). D
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8. The periodic cobordism group A1?
This section is devoted to the computation of A^, and thus completes the computation
ofA^.
Consider a periodic automorphism / of a closed oriented surface F2. To each point x e F
can be attached an element r (/, x) of Q 1~2- in the following way: If n is the smallest positive
integer for which /" preserves both x and the orientation of F near x, then /" is locally
conjugate to a rotation of angle 2 n r (/, x) around x (the orientation is determined by that of
F). Let Fix +/denote the (finite) set of points where r(/, x)^0.
PROPOSITION 8.1. — Iff is periodic, (F 2 ,/) is periodic null-cobordant [i. e. the class of(F,f)
in A^ is 0] if and only if¥i\+ f admits a partition into pairs { x^ x\} such that:
(1) r (/; x,)+r(/; x^Qfor every i.
(2) For every /, / ( { x^ x\}) = { ^., ^ } for some j.
(3) /preserves the orientation of F near x^ if and only if it preserves it near x[.
Remark. — Since r(f,f(x)) is equal to r(/, x) or to —r(/, x) according as / preserves of
reverses the orientation of / near x, the last condition is only relevant when
r(/, x,)=r(/ x[)=l/2 [otherwise, (3) follows from (1) and (2)]. It is also void i f / i s
orientation-preserving or -reversing, which, by paragraph 1, we could assume as well.
Proof. — If(F 2 ,/) bounds (M3, /), where/ and/are both periodic, consider the set Fix+ /
of the points x in M such that, for some n, /" fixes .v and is a nontrivial rotation near x. It is a
1-submanifold of M, preserved by/, with boundary Fix+/ Moreover, if x^ and x\ are
the two boundary points of a component k^ of Fix + f,r(f, x^) + r (/, x[) = 0. We then get
the partition of Fix+/ sought by letting ^; range over all the arc components of Fix+ f.
Conversely, if such a partition exists, choose a small disc d^ (resp. d\) around each x^ (resp.
x'i), such that all these discs are disjoint and their union is preserved by / Let then V be the
manifold obtained from F x I by glueing a 1-handle along each pair { d^ x [ 1}, d\ x {1} }; it
is a compression body with interior boundary 3 ^ V = F x { 0 } and exterior boundary
8^ V = ^V — 8^ V. The automorphism / x Id, of F x I extends to a periodic automorphism /
of V. Then, (F, /) can be identified with (8, V, /| 8, V) and (F', / • ' ) = (- S, V, /1 o, V) is
such that Fix+ f'=V>. To complete the proof, it is now sufficent to apply Lemma 8.2
below to (F', /'). D
LEMMA 8.2. — If'f is periodic andTix + /=0, then (F2^) bounds a periodic automorphism
of a disjoint union of handlebodies.
Proof. — We prove 8.2 by induction on the complexity of F. Assume the lemma proved
for every surface of lower complexity than F and consider the quotient space F//; it is a
surface, possibly non-orientable and/or with boundary if/ does not preserve the orientation
of F. We may of course assume F// connected.
Consider first the case where the surface F// is closed and dim H^ (F//; Q)^2. The
projection/? : F -> ¥ I f is a covering map and this cyclic regular covering is defined by some
morphism p : H^ (F//; Z) -> Z/n. By the condition on H i ( F / / ; Q ) there exists an
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indivisible class x in Hi(F//; Z) such that p(x)==0. Since x is indivisible, it can be
represented by a simple closed curve C in F// [MP]. The inverse image ofC in F is a closed
1-submanifold C, which is essential since its components are non-separating. Then,
construct a manifold V from F x l by glueing a 2-handle along each component of
C x { 1 }. For a suitable construction ofV, the automorphism / x Id, of F x I extends to a
periodic automorphism / of V. Since C is essential, F'=OV-(F x { 0 } ) has smaller
complexity than F. Moreover, because p (x) = 0, each component of C preserved by some
/ w is in fact fixed by / m ; it follows that Fix+ /'=0, where /'=/|F'. By induction
hypothesis, (F',/') bounds a periodic automorphism /' of a disjoint union V of
handlebodies. If F is identified with F x { 0 } c BY, (F, /) then bounds (V u (- V), / u /')
and each component of V u V is clearly a handlebody.
When F// has non-empty boundary and is not a disc, there exists a properly embedded arc
k in F// that is non-separating. Let C denote the inverse image ofk in F; this is a closed
essential 1-submanifold, preserved by F. Let then (F', /') be constructed as above from (F,
/) and C. For each component C^ of C and each / w preserving C^, fm\ C^ is either the
identity or a reflection; it follows that Fix + / / = 0. Then, apply the induction hypothesis to
(F', /'') to get the required property for (F, /').
To start the induction, we now only need to study the cases where F// is a disc, a sphere,
a projective plane or a Klein bottle. In the first three cases, F consists of spheres and /
therefore extends to a periodic automorphism of disjoint balls. For the last case, note that
F consists of tori; then surger (F, /) along the inverse image C of an essential curve in F//to
get a periodic automorphism (F', / / ) of a disjoint union of spheres; since (F', /') bounds a
periodic automorphism of disjoint balls, it follows that (F,/) bounds a periodic
automorphism of disjoint solid tori. D
The group A^ naturally splits into © A^), where A^) is the subgroup of periodic
cobordism classes of automorphisms (F, /) with / periodic of period n. As in paragraph 1,
^(n) itself splits into © A^(^); note that A^)^0 only if v(y) divides n, and that
yer

'

A^(^)^A^ ( n / v ( j ) ) or A^_(^/v(y)) according as a(y)=0 or 1.
PROPOSITION 8.3:
A^)^1/2^-1)!,
AL(4/r+2)=0,
AL(4/:)^(Z/2y l / 2 < f e - l )](=0^^2)

(here [ ] means "integral par f).
COROLLARY 8.4:
A^^^Z^,
with:

K=

l

^'<^- )]
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L= c (m

.], - ?-)]•

where c+ (m) and c_ (m) are determined by Corollary 1 . 5 .

D

COROLLARY 8.5. — For every yeF;

A^Z 00 ®^) 00
A^^r
A^Z

00

®^^)

and

and
00

A^Z00

A^(Z/2)°°
W

;/a(y)=0,
^a(y)=l,

A^Z'^^Z^)00.

D

Proof of Proposition 8.3.- Consider (F2, /), where/preserves the orientation of F and is
periodic of period n. The projection/? : F -^ ¥ / f is a cyclic branched covering and (F, /) is
consequently determined up to oriented conjugacy by the closed oriented surface F//, the
ramification points x, in F// and the representation p : H^ (F//- \J {x,}) -> Z/^z defined
('
by the property that p ([py])=m for every path y in ¥ - p ~ 1 (U { x j ) joining some x to
i
/^(x). Note that the rotation numbers r(/, x) can be easily recovered from p: For the
natural embedding Z/^cQ/Z, r(/, x)=p([83\) where 3is a small disc around x=p(x) in
F//, oriented by the orientation of F. Moreover, the number of points of the orbit of x is
determined by r (/, x) (together with the period n). Since / is orientation-preserving, r (/, x)
depends only on x=p(x) and will also be denoted by r(/, x).
Let ^\ (n\ denote the set of (oriented) conjugacy classes of automorphisms (F2, /), where
/ preserves the orientation ofF and is periodic of period n. IfC(/z)=(Z/^)-{0}, consider
the map (p : ^p (n) -> N^ that "counts" for each ceC(n) the number v,(/) of orbits
-v e ¥ I f with r (/; x) =c. If 3, is a small disc in F// around each orbit x, with r (/, ^;) ^ 0,
then ]^ [c)<?J = 0 in H^ (F// — [J [ x,;}), and the image of (p is therefore contained in the subset
i

'

i

'

' '

of the elements ve ^^ that satisfy the condition:
(*)

^ v,c=0 in Q/Z.
ceC(/;)

Conversely, every v e f ^ ^ satisfying (*) can easily be realized by some (F, f)G^\{n)
(construct a suitable cyclic branched covering over S2).
Choose now A c C (n) such that C (n) = AU (— A) or AU (— A)U { 1 /2} according as n is
odd or even. If Fix + / admits a partition into pairs { Xp x\} as in Proposition 8.1, note that
Xi and x\ belong to the same orbit if and only ifr(/, x^) = r (/, x^ =l/2,n=4k and x\ =f\x^}
[recall r (f, f (x)) = r (f, x) since / is orientation-preserving]. It consequently follows from
Proposition 8.1 that the map \|/, defined by:
^:

^P,-^ZA

if

n^l [4],

(F,/)^(v,(/)-v_,(/)),„
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or:
v|/: ^.-^0^/2

if ^z=2[4],

(FV')-((v,(/)-v_ ,(/))„„ v,^/)),

induces a monomorphism A^ (n) -^ ^A or ZA © (Z/2). By the characterization of the
image of (p, the image of \[/ is easily seen to be isomorphic to ^.cardA. Since card
A =[1/2(^-1)] (and not [1/2^-1 as written in [Bo] !), the first statement of Proposition 8.3 follows.
If (F2,/^ an^ orientation-reversing automorphism of period2^, the msipp : ¥ -> F//isa
cyclic branched covering above int (F//). As in the previous case, (F, /) is determined up
to oriented conjugacy by the surface F// (possibly non-orientable and/or with boundary),
the ramification points x,emi F// of the restriction of p above int(F//) and some
representation p : Hi(F//-(J {^})-^/2^z [note that there is no ambiguity for the
orientation of F, since / realizes a conjugacy between (F, /) and (-F, /)]. As before,
r (y, x) = p ([Od\) where d is a small disc around/? (x) in int (F, /) oriented by the orientation of
Fnearx[andr(/,x)==Oif^(x)eB(F//)].
Since r(f',fm(x))=(-l)mr(f, x) for every x and m, every orbit of order 4k+2 in Fix+/
admits a partition into pairs {x,, f2k+l{Xi)} such that r(f, Xi)-^-r(f2k+l(Xi))=Q. By
Proposition 8.1, the class of (F, /) in A^_(2n) can therefore be represented by an
automorphism (F\ /') such that the order of every orbit in Fix+ /' is a multiple of 4.
When n is odd, Fix+ /' must then be empty and, consequently, A^_ (4^+2)=0for every k.
Now, consider the case where n=lk. By the same argument as above, we can cancel
every orbit where r (f\ x) = 1 /2 [because (1 /2) +(1 /2) = 0 in Q /Z] and can therefore assume
that r(/ / , x) is never 1/2. Since the order of each orbit is a multiple of 4, each r(f\ x) is
contained in Z//r<=Q/Z. Let B be the set of pairs { P , -p} in Z / k with P^O,
1/2. Proposition 8.1 shows that the map 0 : A^_ (4k) -> (Z/2)3, which counts modulo 2
the number of orbits representing each element of B [for r(/, )], is well-defined and is a
monomorphism (no orbit in Fix+ /' is "self-cancelable").
We claim that 0 is surjective; since card B = [1 /2 (k -1)], this will achieve the computation
of A^ _ (4 k). We just need to construct, for any integer / with 0 < / < (1 /2) k, an orientationreversing automorphism (F2, /) of period 4k such that r(/, x ) = ± / / ^ i f x belongs to one
specific orbit and r(/; x ) ^ ( Z / k - { 0 , 1/2}) otherwise. For this purpose, choose in the
sphere S2 (2 /+1) distinct points XQ, x^ . . . , x^i and let p : F2 -> S2 be the 4^-fold cyclic
branched covering associated to the morphism p : H^ (S2 - U { ^ } ) -> Q/Z defined by the
i

property that, if 3, is a small disc around x,, p ([S^]) = l / k and p ([93 j) = -1 /2 k if; ^ 0. The
surface F2 has exactly two components, and consequently admits an orientation for which
the covering translation / is orientation-reversing. Now, Fix+ / consists of the orbit
p'^Xo) where r(/, ) = ± ( l / k ) and of the orbits T^" 1 ^), with ^0, where
r(f, )= ±1/2^. The automorphism (F, /) therefore satisfies the desired properties.
This ends the proof of Proposition 8.3. D
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We end this section by an exercice which provides a sufflcrent condition for a periodic
automorphism to be null-cobordant. In fact, this result generalizes to the property that the
restriction A^+-^ W _ i ( Z , Z) of Kreck's homomorphism (see the introduction) is
injective [EE].
PROPOSITION 8 . 6 . — Iff is a periodic automorphism ofF2 such that X. f^ (X) = Qfor every
X e Hi (F), then (F, /) is null-cobordant.
Moreover, (F, /) bounds a periodic automorphism of a disjoint union of handlebodies.
Remark. — If / preserves (resp. reverses) the orientation of F, the condition that
X./^(X)=0 for every X e H i ( F ) is equivalent to the property that (/^)2=Id (resp. -Id).
Proof of 8 . 6 . — The property is proven by induction on the complexity of F; the result is
clear when F consists of spheres, which starts the induction.
When at least one component of F is not a sphere, we claim that there exists an essential
curve C in F such that, for every m, either C n / w (C) = 0 or / w (C) = C. As in 8.2, the
existence of such a curve achieves the proof by application of the induction hypothesis to the
automorphism (F', /') obtained by (equivariantly) surgering (F, /) along U/"(C).
n

The proof of the existence of C is very close to that of Lemma 3.2 and we just sketch
it. Equip F with a smooth structure and a Riemannian metric for which / is an isometric
diffeomorphism, and let C' be a simple closed geodesic that is length-minimizing among all
essential curves in F. An argument similar to that used in Lemma 3.2 then shows that, for
every m, either C' n/^C') == 0 or/^C) == C' [hint: Otherwise, select a shortest arc k in C'
that joins two intersection points in C'r^f"1^) of opposite signs; k exists since
[C'] ./^([C]) =0; one can then construct an essential curve that is shorter than C' by adding
a component of C'-^^C') to k and rounding the corners, which provides a
contradiction]. The PL curve C is then obtained from the smooth curve C' by lifting a
suitable small isotopy in ¥ If.
This ends the proof of Proposition 8.6. D

9. Cobordism and handlebodies
In the preceding sections, we obtained the algebraic structure of A^. But, for a practical
determination of the map c^-^A^, the following problem has still no general solution known.
(P) Given an automorphism of surface (for instance presented as a product of Dehn
twists), decide whether it is null-cobordant on not.
As an approach to Problem (P), the following weaker problem is easier to handle.
(P') Given an automorphism of a connected surface, decide whether it bounds an
automorphism of a handlebody or not.
For instance, in [JJ], K. Johannson and D. Johnson exhibit an automorphism of a surface
of genus 2 which induces the identity on the homology and does not extend to any
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handlebody (they show that any manifold obtained by perturbing with this automorphism a
genus 2 Heegaard decomposition of S3 is a homology sphere of Rohlin invariant 1).
Moreover, they prove that the cobordism class of this automorphism is then non-trivial (see
Corollary 9.4 below).
It may therefore be of some interest to give some relations between these "handlebody
null-cobordisms" and the usual null-cobordisms. This is what we are going to do in this
section.
The following easy corollary of Proposition 8.1 and Lemma 8.2 shows that Problem (P)
and Problem (P') are equivalent for an orientation-preserving periodic automorphism of a
connected surface.
PROPOSITION 9.1. — If an orientation-preserving periodic automorphism (F 2 ,/) of a
connected surface is null-cobordant, it extends to a periodic automorphism of a handlebody.
Proof. — By Proposition 8.1 and with the notation of §8, the set { x e ¥ / f , r(/, J?)^0,
1/2} admits a partition into pairs {x^ x [ } , ;=1, . . . , n, with r (/, ^)+r (/, x[)=0 for
every ;. Let D=D^ u D^ u . . . u D^ be a collection of disjoint discs in F//such that:
(a) (Fix+/)//<= intD;
(b) D ^ n ( F i x + / ) / / = { x e F / / ; - r ( / , x ) = l / 2 } ;
(c) D ,.n (Fix+/)//={ .^., ^} for every/=!, . . . , n .
If/? : F —> F// denotes the natural projection, consider the periodic automorphism (F\ /')
constructed from ( F . / ) by perlbrming an equivariant 2-surgery along the 1-manifold
p-^OD). It splits into (FoJ^)U(F^J'i/2)n( LI (F;,/;.)) where, for; =1/2,1, . . . , ^
\i=i
/
F; consists of the components of F' that meet p ~ ~ 1 (int D,).
Let p : Hi (F// —(Fix+/)//) -> Q/Z be the morphism classifying the cyclic branched
covering F -> ¥/f. From the relation between p and the r(/, x}' s {see §8), it follows that
p (9Di)=Q for every ;=1/2, 1, . . . , n [note that there is an even number of ^e¥/f
with r(/, ^)=1/2]. Consequently, Fix+/o=0, ( / ' [ / ^ is for every m an orientationpreserving involution on each component of F [^ it preserves and, for every ;'= 1, . . . , n,
F [ consists of spheres. Using Lemma 8.2 and Proposition 8.6, it follows that (F',/')
bounds a periodic automorphism of disjoint handlebodies (and balls). Since (F,/)
compresses to (F\/') by a periodic automorphism of a compression body, this ends the
proof. D
An easy argument, by consideration of the induced automorphism ofH^ (T2) (i. e. Kreck's
invariant), shows that an automorphism of the torus T2 is null-cobordant if and only if it
extends to a solid torus. A similar property holds for automorphisms of the surface of
genus 2:
PROPOSITION 9.2. — If an automorphism (F2,/) of a connected surface of genus 2 is nullcobordant^ either it is reducible or it extends to an automorphism of a handlebody.

Remark. — If/is reducible, it compresses to an automorphism of one or two tori. Using
Propositions 5.1 and 8.1, it can be shown that an orientation-preserving automorphism of a
disjoint union of tori that is null-cobordant extends to a disjoint union of solid tori and of
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copies of T2 x I (but the situation is more complex for some orientation-reversing periodic
automorphisms of two tori). Together with 9.2, this implies that a null-cobordant
orientation-preserving automorphism of the surface of genus 2 extends, either to a
handlebody, or to a manifold obtained by glueing a 1-handle over T2 x I (with one attaching
disc on each component of T2 x c)\).
Proofof'9.2. - The null-cobordant automorphism (F 2 ,/) bounds some (M 3 ,/) where
M3 splits into three parts V, Mj and Mp as in Proposition 5.1.
I f V = M , then/extends to a handlebody and the property is proved.
If V ^ M but V is nevertheless non-trivial (i. e. V qt 8M. x I), (V; BM, 5V) admits a handle
decomposition with exactly one 2-handle. Now, Proposition B. 1 in Appendix B proves
that the core of the 2-handle (extended to 9M) do not depend on the handle decomposition,
up to isotopy. Consequently, it is preserved by /up to isotopy, and/is therefore reducible.
IfVis trivial then, after isotopy, either /is periodic on M, or M is an I-bundle over the nonorientable connected surface G2 of Euler characteristic — 1 and /preserves the fibration (by
[WaJ, Lemma 3.5, extended to I-bundles with non-orientable base).
If/is periodic and orientation-preserving, apply Proposition 9.1.
If/is periodic and orientation-reversing, it is easy to see that/is reducible (lift a suitable
curve in F//).
If M is an I-bundle over G2 and/is fiber-preserving, / induces some automorphism g
of G. The automorphism g is reducible, since it is well-known that the curve splitting G into
a punctured torus is unique up to isotopy. Consequently,/is reducible. D
COROLLARY 9.3 [JJ]. - Let f be an automorphism of a connected surface F of genus 2 such
that X./^(X)=0/or every XeHJF) [or equivalent^ (/^^Id or -Id according asf
preserves or reverses the orientation o/F]. Then (F,/) is null-cobordant if and only iff
extends to an automorphism of a handlebody,
Proof. - Proposition 9.3 shows that, if(F,/) is null-cobordant, it compresses to some
(F'. / / ) where F' consists of tori (with possibly F'=0).
One readily checks that X'./^X^O for every X'e H^F'), whence it follows easily t h a t / '
is reducible and extends to an automorphism of solid tori. This ends the proof. D
Given a reducible surface automorphism, there is a natural way to surger it and obtain a
new automorphism of a ' "smaller" surface. We consider now the inverse construction: For
any automorphism (F 2 ,/), choose a collection of disjoint discs partitioned into pairs
{D;, D;}, /=!, . . . , n. If/is isotoped so that it sends each pair {D,, D;} onto a pair
± { Dj, D}} (possibly ; =/'),/ extends to an automorphism// of the surface F' obtained by
1-surgeries along the pairs { D,, D;}. We shall then say that (F',/') is a stabilization of
order n of(F,/).
If the D; 's are fixed, there are still many possible stabilizations of(F,/). For instance, the
isotopy classes of stabilizations of the identity constructed by use of the D, 'storm a subgroup
of 7i o (Aut F'), a semi-direct product ofZ" (the Dehn twists along the surgery handles) and of
some braid group.
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. THEOREM 9.4.- For a given surface F 2 , there exists a constant K (F) such that every nullcobordant automorphism (F,/) admits a stabilization of order ^K(F) which bounds an
automorphism of a disjoint union of handlebodies.
For instance, one can take K(F)=2s(F), where s(¥) is the sum of the genera of the
components of¥.
Remark. - 2 s (F) is not the optimum value for K (F). For each surface, the proof of9.4
provides a lower possible value for K(F), but this value does not seem to admit a "nice"
expression in a general formula. Moreover, even the value provided by the proof is not
optimum.
Proof. — If(F,/) is null-cobordant, it bounds, by Proposition 5.1, an automorphism
(M 3 ,/) where M splits into three pieces V, Mi and Mp, each preserved by/, such that:
(1) V is a compression body for F==3M and M — V = M i U Mp.
(2) Mi is an I-bundle over a closed, possibly non-orientable, surface and/I Mj is fiberpreserving (apply [WaJ, Lemma 3.5).
(3) /| Mp is periodic.
In each component of Mj, choose a fiber of the I-bundle and let Ui be a regular
neighborhood in M; of the union of these fibers. After isotopy, / can be assumed to
preserve Up Note that Mi—Ui consists of handlebodies.
In Mp, consider the 1-submanifold Fix+(/|Mp) of the points where an iterate of/is
locally a non-trivial rotation(see § 8). Let Up be a regular neighborhood in Mp of the union
of the arc components of Fix+ (/| Mp), preserved by/ Now Fix+ (/|<9(Mp-Up))=0
and, by Lemma 8.2,/|5 (Mp—Up) therefore extends to a periodic automorphism of a
disjoint union of handlebodies. Changing if necessary M by replacing Mp—Up by these
handlebodies, we can henceforth assume that Mp—Up consists of handlebodies.
Let V consist of the components of V that are not handlebodies (i. e. that are not
components of M). A result proved in Appendix B (Lemma B.4) asserts that, after an
isotopy of/1 V fixing ^. V, V admits a presentation as (c^ V x I) u { 1-handles}, where:
(1) 5,-V corresponds to a , V x { 0 } .
(2) The 1-handles are attached on 3, V x { 1} and avoid the discs ((Ui u Up) n 0,; V) x { 1 } .
(3) /preserves Uy =((U u Up) n 3, V) x I.
Now, if U = = U j u Up u Uv, the automorphism/I 0 (M-U) is a stabilization of/and it
bounds/1 M — U. By construction, M — U consists of handlebodies since it is obtained by
glueing 1-handles on (V - V')U (Mj - Ui )U (Mp - Up), that consists itself of
handlebodies. The stabilization/I Q (M - U) is therefore of the required type.
To end the proof, we just need to prove that the order of this stabilization is bounded by
2s(F). This order is the sum of the number of components of Mj and of 1/2 card
(Fix+ /| QMp). An easy computation on the Euler characteristic shows that:
card(Fix+/|<9Mp)^4.y(<9Mp),
whence the result follows [remark that .v(F)^(3,V)]. D
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APPENDIX A. - Essential spheres in 3-manifolds
(following M. Scharlemann)
This appendix is devoted to the proof of Lemma 5.2, which we recall below. We follow
here the (unpublished) exposition of M. Scharlemann in a talk given at Orsay in 1979.
LEMMA 5.2. - If(¥2f) is null-cobordant, it bounds an automorphism (M 3 ,/) with M
irreducible.
Proof. - Consider an arbitrary null-cobordism (M 3 ,/) for (F2;/). Without loss of
generality, we may assume M connected.
Let £2 be a collection of disjoint spheres in M that realizes a decomposition of M into a
connected sum of prime manifolds ([Kn], [Mi]). Let Mo, M^ . . . , M^ be the components of
the manifold obtained by splitting M along S, and let M^ be constructed from M^ by glueing
a ball along every component of3M, that is a "face" of S. The surface £ and the indices can
be chosen so that:
(1) Every M, is a prime manifold (i. e. every separating sphere bounds a ball in M^).
(2) Every component of S is separating.
(3) Mo^S 3 .
(4) For every ; 7^ 0, M,^ S3 and 8M^ contains exactly one face of £, corresponding to the
component 2^ (it then follows from (2) that Z= jjE^).
w

A classical result of Kneser (see [Mi]) asserts that the M, 's do not depend of S. This can
be slightly improved by the following statement.
LEMMA A.I. - J/Z and 2V are two collections of spheres in M3 that satisfy the above
properties (1) to (4), there exists an automorphism g of M3 fixing 8M such thatg (£)=£'.
Lemma A. 1 achieves the proof of 5.2: Let g be provided by application of Lemma A. 1 to
$y = /(S). If M' denotes the disjoint union of the M; 's that are not isomorphic to S1 x S2,
the automorphism g~1 f of M preserves Z and therefore induces an automorphism/'
of M'. The manifold M' is irreducible (recall that every prime connected 3-manifold is
either irreducible or isomorphic to S1 x S 2 ), and(F,/)=3 (M',/') since g \ 8M = Id. This
ends the proof of Lemma 5.2, granting Lemma A . I . D
Proof of Lemma A.I. — Let MQ,M[, .. .,Mp denote the components of the manifold
obtained by splitting M along E', where the indexing is coherent with conditions (1) to (4).
Consider first the case where £ n 2V = 0. By condition (1), every separating sphere in
M;, ;^0, either bounds a ball or is parallel to the component of 8M[ that is a face
of2Y. Considering the (M^) 's and (M^.) 's as submanifolds of M, we may therefore assume,
after an isotopy of S fixing 8M, that £ c M o. By a symmetric argument, for every ; ^ 0, M,
contains exactly one component of 2V and this component is parallel to 2^ in M;. It follows
that S and E' are isotopic by an isotopy fixing 8M.
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Consider now the general case. We may assume that I: and I' meet transversally and that
the number of components of Z n S ' cannot be reduced by any isotopy of E
fixing 8M. A standard argument then shows that, for every / ^ 0, no component of 2Y n M •
is a disc (otherwise, one could reduce £ n 2V by "crushing" some ball whose boundary is the
union of a disc in £' and a disc in 2^).
If £ n 2V ^ 0, at least one component of Z' n M() is a disc D (by the above remark), with
boundary in the component S; of S. Let then Sf be the surface (two spheres) obtained from
£, by performing an embedded 2-surgery along D. There exists a simple arc k that joins the
two components of £ f , with k n £' = 0 and A- n £ = 8k : Indeed, the component of 2V n M;
that is adjacent to D is not a disc; construct k by a slight translation of an arc in this
component that joins SD to a different component of 2Y n S, (F^. 1). Let then £* be the
sphere obtained from Ef by an embedded 1-surgery along k, and let E* be (S-E,) u £*
(^. 2).
By construction, £* n£'=(2:n2:')-BD. We claim that there exists an
automorphism g* of M, fixing 8M, such that g* (£) = Z*. Let D' be a disc bounding ^D in
2^ and let A:' be a simple arc contained in Mo, joining the point 8k — D' to a point in D and
whose interior avoids Z (but possibly Z/nint k ' ^ ( D ) {Fig. 1). To describe^*, it is
convenient to consider the manifold M# constructed by splitting M along the sphere D u D'
and by glueing a ball B3 on the boundary of the manifold so obtained, along the "side" of
D u D' that meets k and k\ InM # , there exists an isotopy that translates B along k u k ' in
the directionA:' —k and joins the identity to some automorphism g * , where g* fixes B and the
complement of a small neighborhood ofBu k u k ' . Since g* fixes 8(M# -int B), it induces
an automorphism^* ofM, for which g* (£) is easily seen to be isotopic to S* by an isotopy
fixing 8M (see Fig. 2); note that, unlike g * , g* is in general definitely not isotopic to the
identity.
Iterating this process, we obtain an automorphism g fixing 8M such that
g(L} n Z' = 0. The study of the case where S n 2V = 0 then shows that g can lastly be
deformed by an isotopy fixing 8M so that ^(S^E'. D

^

Fig. 1
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APPENDIX B. - Compression bodies
The aim of this appendix is to extend to compression bodies some well-known properties of
handlebodics {\cc [ZJ). These results were needed in paragraph 4 and paragraph 9.
For a compression body V, consider the set Q) of all surfaces D in V with the following
properties:
(1) D consists of discs with boundary in ^gV and splits V into a ^-irreducible manifold.
(2) Property (1) fails if we remove one component from D.
The set Q) contains at least one element Do (with possibly Do=0): Indeed, consider a
decomposition of(V; Qg V, 5, V) into handles of index 2 and 3. The union of the cores of the
2-handles (extended to Og V) satisfies (1); remove then as many components as necessary from
this surface.
Given an element of^, there is a natural construction, related to classical "handle sliding"
for handle decompositions, that provides many other elements of Q)\ Let d^ and d^ be two
distinct components of D e Q) and let k be a simple arc in <5g V that joins a side of d^ to itself
and whose interior meets (transversally) <9D in exactly one point contained inSd^ (see
Fig. 3). Consider then a regular neighborhood U of A: u d^; its frontier §U consists of a disc
and ofanannulus A. By definition, a sliding ofd^ over d^ along k is any automorphism t ofV
that is isotopic to a Dehn twist along A. Up to isotopy, t (D — d^) = D — d^ and t (d^) is as in
Figure 3 (the two cases occur according to the direction of the Dehn twist). Note that / (D)
depends only on one ^halt" k ' of A; we shall say that /(D) is obtained from D hy sliding d^
over c/i along k ' . Note that / - 1 is a sliding of t(d^) over d^.

or
t(d,)

c^=t(d^)

Fig. 3

PROPOSITION B . I . — Any two elements oj'Q) are related by a succession of slidings {and
iso topics).
Proof. - Consider Do and D ^ e ^ and isotop D^ so that its intersection with Do is
transverse and has minimum number of components (among all isotopies
ofDi). A standard argument then shows that no component of Do n D^ is closed [see for
instance the proof of (b) => (c) in Proposition 2.2].
We now want to decrease Do n D^ by performing a succession of slidings on D^. For this
purpose, assume Do n D^ ^ 0 and consider the manifold V\ constructed by cutting V open
along DI. Let Do <=V\ be the surface obtained by splitting Do along Do n D^. Since Do
consists of discs and no component ofD^ n D, is closed, a component 3^ of Do is a disc that
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meets in exactly one arc the union of the faces of D^ on^V\. Let d^ be the face of D^ that
meets 3o, 6/1 be the corresponding component ofD and d~[ be the otherface ofd^ on ^V\. By
definition of^, V\ is 5-irreducible and ^3o consequently bounds a disc 3o in 3V\.

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

If 3o does not contain d^ , let d^ be the disc constructed by "pushing" the interior of
inside V\ and slightly moving its boundary so that f i ^ n ^ = 0
(Fig. 4). Considering ^ as a (properly embedded) disc in V, let D^ denote
(DI —^i) u ^- One checks easily that D^ is obtained from D^ by a succession of slidings
of d^ over the other components of D^ that have at least one face in 3o.
d!u3o
'u3o

If 3o contains d^, let d^ be constructed from 3o - d[ by pushing its interior inside V^ and
slightly moving its boundary so that d^ n 8d^ = 0 (F^. 5). Again D^ = (D^ - ^) u d^ is
obtained from D^ by a succession of slidings of d^ over the other components of D^ with at
least one face in 3o (but now, the slidings occur "on the ^f-side").
In both cases. Do n D^ has less components than Do n D^. By iterating this process, we
eventually reach a surface D^e^, related to D^ by a sequence of slidings, such that
D^ n Do = 0. Let V^ be obtained by cutting V open along D^. If do is a component of Do,
8do bounds a disc d^ in 3V^ (¥„ is 3-irreducible).
There exists a component ^ of D^ with exactly one face in do: Otherwise, do would
separate the component of V that contains it into two components, one of which is a
handlebody (use the irreducibility ofV), and Do would not satisfy the minimality
condition (2) in the definition of 2. Now, the surface Gn+l=(Dn~dn) ^ do is obtained
from D^ by sliding d^ over the other components of D^ with at least one face in do.
By iterating this process, we eventually reach D^cDo. By minimality of Do[= condition (2) in the definition of Q\, it follows that, in fact, Dp=Do. This ends the proof. D
COROLLARY B.2. - //Do andD^ e^, then D^ = u ^ _ i . . . u^ (Do) where, for every i, u, is
a sliding of a component of Do over another one.
Proof. - Proposition B. 1 asserts that D^ = ^ ^_ ^ . . . ^ (Do) where, for every /, ^ is a
sliding of a component of ^ _ i . . . ^ ( D o ) over another one. Note that, if
^ = ^ - 1 ^-2 • • • ^i» then ^=(p~ 1 ^(p is a sliding of a component of Do over another
one. Since /„ ^_ i . . . ^ =(p ^, the result then follows by induction on n. D
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COROLLARY B. 3. — In a compression body V, let D consist of discs with 8D c= 8g V. Then
the manifold V obtained by cutting V open along D is a compression body with interior
boundary corresponding to <^V.
Proof. — Choose a handle decomposition of(V; 3gV, <^V) into handles of index 2 and 3
with minimum number of handles, and consider the union Do of the cores of the 2-handles
(extended to 5gV). Then Vo, obtained by cutting V open along Do, is isomorphic to the
disjoint union of (8^ V) x I and of some balls. Moreover, it is easy to check that Do e 2.
When De^, Proposition B.I shows that V^Vo, which proves B.3 in this case.
In the general case, D is contained in a surface D' which consists of discs and splits V into a
3-irreducible manifold. Let D"e^ be constructed by removing from D' as many
components as necessary, and let V (resp. V") denote the manifold obtained by splitting V
along D' (resp. D"). Since V " ^ Vo is irreducible and 3-irreducible, V / is isomorphic to the
disjoint union ofVo and of some balls, and therefore to the disjoint unionof (8^ V) x I and of
balls. It follows that V, obtained from V by glueing 1-handles on ^V'-^V, is a
compression body. D
In §9, we needed the following technical result.
LEMMA B. 4. — Let V be a compression body, A be a finite collection of disjoint discs in 8^ V
and g be an automorphism ofV preserving c^ V and A. Assume that no component of\ is a
handlebody (just to lighten the notation) and choose a presentation of V as (8^ V x I) u {1handles], where c^V is identified with < ^ V x { 0 } and the 1-handles are attached on
(^V-A)x{l}.
Then, g can be deformed, by an isotopy fixing ^V, to an automorphism g ' such that
^(AxI)=AxI.
Proof. — First of all, note that V admits such a handle decomposition: Indeed, by
definition of compression bodies and since no component of V is a handlebody, the triad
(V; 3gV, 3fV) admits a decomposition into 2-handles (the 3-handles can easily be
cancelled.) Consider then the dual decomposition.
Let D consist of the co-cores of the 1-handles of this decomposition. Clearly De^.
By Corollary B. 2, g can be deformed, by an isotopy fixing 8^ V, to v|/(p where v|/ (D) = D and
the support of (p is contained in a regular neigborhood of the union of D and of a 1subcomplex of 5gV. In particular, we may assume that the support of (p avoids
A x I <= V. Now, v|/ can be isotoped relatively to 8^ V so that v|/ (A x I) = A x I (first, make it
preserve the 1-handles, and then the strata S^ V x { t} by use of [WaJ, Lemma 3.5). This
ends the proof of Lemma B. 4. D
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